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NEW FICTION
Be Still the Water
by Karen Emilson

6” x 9” Trade Paperback
552 pages
Retail: $28.95
ISBN: 9780968124253

Karen Emilson’s debut novel is an emotional, slow-burning story of family
love and sacrifice, of secrets revealed and promises broken. Set in 1906
along the unspoiled shores of Lake Manitoba, Be Still the Water brings us
into the fold of the Gudmundsson Family—immigrants determined to
begin life anew in the Icelandic farming and fishing community of Siglunes. At the heart of the novel is dutiful Asta, the middle daughter who
lives in the shadow of her siblings—fiery Signy, headstrong Leifur and
sweet, naive Freyja. When Freyja goes missing, Asta embarks on a quest
to bring her sister home. She tells the family’s story some seventy years
later, while on her deathbed, finally discovering the truth of what happened on those fateful days that set the course for her life and the lives of
everyone she loved.

REVIEWS

“With insight and finesse, the author tells a slow-burning, satisfying story that is as engaging as it is devastating.” —Kirkus Reviews
“I loved the language, the vivid descriptions, the occasional bursts of wisdom, and the compelling characters. Karen Emilson has won my interest in her work and she skillfully establishes herself in the historical
fiction genre.”
—Arya Fomonyuy, Readers’ Favorite
“This is a book that everyone of Icelandic descent should read . . . however, this is not a novel just for the
Icelandic ethnic community. The characters come to life, their stories, while ethnic and Canadian, are universal. We follow Asta in her quest to find her sister but we also follow the lives of the many characters who
make up the community as they search out both opportunity and love in a new land.”
—W.D. Valgardson, author of The Girl with the Botticelli Face
“Karen Emilson’s style is unique and the writing exquisite . . . characters like Asta are unforgettable and
readers will so naturally feel drawn to her world. Apart from the beautiful prose and the absorbing plot, the
author has a powerful gift for humor.”
—Divine Zape, Readers’ Favorite
“Emilson deals with that most mysterious of crossroads, life to death, with humour, and she allows mystery
and the story itself to carry us there.”
—Michael Kenyon, author of The Beautiful Children
“Be Still the Water is a simple but beautiful and intricate story about family, a reflection on love, life, tragedy, friendship and death. With its realistic story line, it has the charm to make any reader wonder whether
this is fiction at all, along with its unforgettable characters.”
—Lit Amri, Readers’ Favorite

CONTACT THE AUTHOR:
karenemilson@gmail.com • www.karenemilson.com

(204) 290-7233

BACK IN PRINT
Where Children Run
by Karen Emilson

Twins David and Dennis Pischke’s lives change forever when their father
dies and a Polish immigrant damaged by the war, arrives at their farm
near the isolated town of Moosehorn, Manitoba. Boleslaw Domko quickly
works his way into their lives and their mother’s bed.

6” x 9” Trade Paperback
394 pages
Retail: $23.95
ISBN: 9780968124239

Where Children Run opens with one of the twins’ earliest memories: the
day Domko throws their infant stepsister against the wall. In this first
hand account, the twins recall years of neglect, starvation and enslavement; horrific beatings and freezing, candlelit nights in the nearby St.
Thomas Lutheran Church. Neighbours intervene but little can be done for
the children whose mother—also living in fear—refuses to press charges.
The brothers vow that if they survive, they will someday expose their tormentor and members of their mother’s religious organization who turned
a blind-eye to their suffering. Where Children Run is their story—told
with stark honesty and in heart wrenching detail.
First released in 1996, this is a timeless, unforgettable book about survival; and a true testament to the strength and adaptability of the human
spirit.

REVIEWS - CLICK HERE TO READ ONLINE REVIEWS
“After 35 years as a print and electronic journalist, I thought I had heard and seen it all.”
—PETER WARREN, CJOB Radio, Winnipeg, Canada.
“ . . . when we reflect on the lives of David and Dennis, after experiencing with them their twelve-year
ordeal, we do not have to mourn because theirs is a story that reminds us that in the midst of the deepest
despair, all is still not lost.”
—MARIA BELTRAN, Readers’ Favorite
“Where Children Run by Karen Emilson is eye-opening, revolting, disturbing and, sadly, true. David and
Dennis agreed as teens if they survived their ordeals, they would one day tell their story. Where Children
Run is their story. But it’s unfortunately, the story of thousands of other abused children worldwide. Read it
. . . if you dare and care.”
—VIGA BOLAND, author of No Tears for My Father
“Trust me, it is exciting enough. We get to fall in love with these characters and there is even an epilogue
letting us know how things turn out for most of them. I think this story had to be told. Lucky for us, it was
told well.”
—RAY SIMMONS, Readers’ Favorite

CONTACT THE AUTHOR:
karenemilson@gmail.com • www.karenemilson.com

(204) 290-7233

BACK IN PRINT
When Memories Remain
by Karen Emilson

The continuing saga of twins David and Dennis Pischke who survived
more than a decade of abuse at the hands of their violently unstable stepfather.
Within these pages lies the answer to the burning question of what happened to the twins after they left the isolated farm where they grew up
and why at mid-life, they decided to speak publicly about their childhoods.
6” x 9” Trade Paperback
370 pages
Retail: $23.95
ISBN: 9780968124246

The heartfelt and often humorous story of two disadvantaged teenagers
who matured into upstanding citizens, and in their quest for redemption, fought against bitter memories and untrue allegations—even one of
murder.

REVIEWS
“The saddest book I ever read.”
—AMAZON, five star review
“Far exceeded my expectations.”
— AMAZON, five star review

CLICK HERE TO READ MORE ONLINE REVIEWS

CONTACT THE AUTHOR:
karenemilson@gmail.com • www.karenemilson.com

(204) 290-7233

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
For your convenience, below is a selection of bios you can use to promote the author and her books. Click
on the photos and posters below and you will be taken to the website where PDF images can be downloaded for promotional use.

2-line bio:

Karen Emilson writes full time from her home in Grunthal, Manitoba. She is the author of four books and was a successful indie author long before it was considered cool.

Short Bio:

Karen Emilson has been writing professionally for nearly thirty years. She is the author of the historical novel, Be Still the
Water, the narrative non-fiction bestseller Where Children Run and When Memories Remain, and the non-fiction book
Just a Matter of Time.

Medium Bio:

Karen Emilson has been writing for nearly thirty years. She is the author of the historical novel, Be Still the Water, the
narrative non-fiction bestseller Where Children Run and When Memories Remain, and the non-fiction book Just a Matter of Time. She can’t sing, dance, draw or play an instrument but lives in awe of those who do. She loves photography
and writing about everyday people. You can find her at www.karenemilsonwrites.com

Historical Bio:

Karen Emilson was born and raised in southern Ontario, the daughter of Irish immigrants on her mother’s side; and an
eclectic mix of Swiss, German and English on her father’s side. She spent all her free time as a child reading books and
writing stories, dreaming one day of becoming a writer.
In 1982 she came to Manitoba as a young bride, settling in at the Nordheim farm in Siglunes. Karen spent little time in
the hayfield or on the lake, but instead worked as a rural newspaper reporter and wrote stories, publishing the Canadian
Bestseller, Where Children Run in 1996 and its sequel When Memories Remain in 2001. For years she worked for the
Manitoba Beef Producers Association, typeset the Icelandic Connection Magazine, and spent time as a consultant with
Logberg-Heimskringla.
When Lake Manitoba overflowed its banks in 2011, flooding out the farmland at Siglunes, she was inspired to finish a
story started 10 years earlier about the immigrants who carved out a living there. She can’t sing, dance, draw or play an
instrument but lives in awe of those who do. Now she lives in Grunthal, Manitoba and writes full time. Be Still the Water
is her first novel.
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USA & BEYOND
Amazon.com

ONLINE - CANADA
Amazon.ca
Author Website - signed & personalized
Direct from Karen - Will accept cheques for those wary of purchasing online.
Email: karenemilson@gmail.com, click the link above or call: (204) 434-6820 to make arrangements. Will sign, personalize and ship to whoever you want.

